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We present novel types of permanently magnetized as well as current powered boxes built from soft-fer-
romagnetic materials. They provide shielded magnetic fields which are homogeneous within a large frac-
tion of the enclosed volume, thus minimizing size, weight, and costs. For the permanently magnetized
solutions, homogenization is achieved either by an optimized distribution of the permanent field sources
or by jacketing the field with a soft-ferromagnetic cylindrical shell which is magnetized in parallel to the
enclosed field. The latter principle may be applied up to fields of about 0.1 T. With fields of about 1 mT,
such boxes are being used for shipping spin-polarized 3He worldwide for MRI purposes.

For current powered boxes, we present concepts and realizations of uniaxial and tri-axial shielded
magnetic fields which are homogeneous on the level of 10�4 within the entire shielded volume. This is
achieved by inserting tightly fitting solenoids into a box from soft-magnetic material. The flexible tri-
axial solution suits in particular laboratory applications, e.g. for establishing a spin quantization axis.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Experimental and technological tasks often require the provi-
sion of a homogeneous magnetic field under conditions where
external stray fields may interfere, or restrictions in total space
may demand a compact configuration, or simply size, weight and
costs of the magnetic setup shall be optimized. Our team has been
confronted with such problems in the course of handling and stor-
ing samples of polarized 3He gas more or less free of relaxation [1]
which among other precautions requires a homogeneous magnetic
guiding field. This so called hyperpolarized gas may feature a nu-
clear spin polarization degree of up to 80%, i.e. many orders of
magnitude above the usual Boltzmann equilibrium. This is
achieved by spin exchange (SEOP) or metastability exchange
(MEOP) techniques of optical pumping [2–5]. Hyperpolarized 3He
serves as a nuclear reaction target [6], as a neutron spin filter
[5,7,8], or as a contrast agent in magnetic resonance imaging [9–
11], to name just a few prominent applications pursued by numer-
ous groups worldwide. For these purposes we have developed sev-
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eral types of boxes, called ‘‘spin boxes”, which are built from
magnetically soft material. Their design aims at: (i) shielding exter-
nal stray fields; (ii) maximizing the filling factor F, defined as the
ratio of the volume Vhom, wherein the magnetic field is sufficiently
homogeneous and the total accessible box volume Vtot:

F ¼ Vhom=V tot: ð1Þ

The boxes are magnetized either by permanent magnets or by spe-
cially designed current coils. Permanently magnetized solutions are
preferred for storage and transport purposes when the gas has been
polarized, e.g. at an off-line facility, and then has to be shipped to
customers elsewhere [12,13]. Fig. 1 shows a photo of the perma-
nently magnetized spin box mark 3 (Section 3.3); the top cover is
removed to show inside three flasks of 1.1 liter volume each, filled
with hyperpolarized 3He at a pressure of 2.7 bar, which is the upper
limit for ordinary airfreight.

In an experimental situation, on the other hand, one likes the
flexibility of a current driven solution: It may allow tuning and
turning the field or it may provide openings in the box which still
conserve the homogeneity of the field inside by adapting the cur-
rent tracks accordingly.

Some of these devices have already been used by our group for
several years but so far have been mentioned only shortly in pub-
lications featuring a different focus. In the present paper we treat
their physics and techniques in a systematic context. In addition,
we present here a totally novel concept of homogenizing a mag-
netic field rather globally, namely by jacketing it with a cylindrical
shell of highly permeable material which is magnetized in the
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Fig. 1. Permanently magnetized spin box mark 3 for shipping hyperpolarized 3He
(Section 3.3). On the right leans the top cover which forms the second pole face, on
the left the respective clamp ring. Inside one recognizes three flasks of 1.1 liter
volume each, filled with hyperpolarized 3He at a pressure of 2.7 bar and closed by a
stop cock. A cover from flexible tissue protects the user from glass splinters in the
case of bursting. The magnetic field is 0.8 mT. Within the volume occupied by the
flasks, the relative field gradient is limited to b10�3=cm when the box is closed.
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same direction as the enclosed field (Section 2.3). The various con-
cepts are presented on the basis of two-dimensional simulations
using the fast FEM program femm 4.0, � 1998–2003 by D. Meeker.

Preserving the spin polarization of a gas requires a homoge-
neous rather than a strong guiding field, in order to ensure an adi-
abatic field change with respect to the spin motion along the fast
diffusion path. Consequently the gradient relaxation rate 1=T1G

turns out to be just the product of the diffusion constant D and
the averaged square of the relative transverse field gradient
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The average is taken over the enclosed gas volume with B0 = Bz(0)
being the central field value aligned along the z-axis. The two
approximations on the right side of (2) have been derived for the
standard configuration of a nearly homogeneous, axi-symmetric
field around a central saddle point (see Appendix). Eq. (2) holds un-
der the following relations between the average diffusion time to
the wall sdiff in a vessel of radius R, the Larmor period 1/xL and
the time between gas kinetic collisions sc:

sdiff � R2=D� 1=xL � sc: ð3Þ

Eq. (3) is well fulfilled in the cases of interest here. For our example
of a 3He-pressure of 2.7 bar at room temperature, D is about
0.7 cm2/s [18]. For a design value of the relative gradient being
smaller than 10�3/cm the gradient relaxation time takes a lower
limit T1G > 400 h:

G2
?rel

D E1=2
< 10�3=cm !

D¼0:7 cm2=s
T1G > 400 h: ð4Þ

This limit seems reasonable in view of the two other 3He-relaxation
mechanisms at work, namely: (i) dipolar relaxation with T1D = 300 h
at 2.7 bar and 300 K [19], (ii) relaxation at the containment wall. For
the latter typical values of about 100 h < T1W < 250 h are routinely
reached nowadays using demagnetized alumino silicate glass
[1,20].

Since only the relative gradient matters in (2) low magnetic
fields in the range of B0 � 1 mT are chosen for reasons of cost
and convenience. For other purposes, however, the solutions which
we present here may be scaled up to much higher fields of up to
0.1 T.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss prin-
ciples of permanently magnetized spin boxes and numerical design
studies, followed in Section 3 by their technical realizations and
the results obtained. In the same sense Sections 4 and 5 deal with
current powered boxes. Conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Design studies of homogeneous permanent magnetic fields

Textbook examples of homogeneous magnetic fields are long
solenoids or magnets with closely spaced parallel pole faces. There
the inhomogeneous regions near the boundaries are simply pushed
far out by the extreme aspect ratio. More practical aspect ratios of
homogeneous fields are obtained by means of correction coils or
shims which compensate field gradients in the center up to higher
orders and form an extended, flat saddle point region there. In low
field applications, such as our spin boxes, one faces in addition the
danger of spoiling the homogeneity by external stray fields; this re-
quires magnetic shielding. In the following we will present several
design studies for the construction of shielded permanent mag-
netic fields with special emphasis to achieve a maximum fraction
F of useful homogeneous field volume (see (1)) with minimal size,
weight and cost. Since we check and optimize our concepts by fast
two-dimensional FEM field simulations using femm 4.0, we usually
choose axially symmetric configurations in order to reduce the
mathematical dimension of the problem by one.

2.1. Simple, shielded field box magnetized by permanent magnets

A straight forward realization of a shielded, permanently mag-
netized field box would consist just of an axially symmetric, closed
cylinder of radius R and length L from a material with high mag-
netic permeability l such as mu-metal, for example. Fig. 2a shows
a schematic cross-section of such a pot-like box; it may be magne-
tized by inserting between the yoke and the pole faces two rings
with radius R and width d which are permanently magnetized
along the z-axis with a remanent field BR.

They provide a remanent magnetic flux UR. If we neglect for the
moment the demagnetizing factor of the ring profile as well as
stray fields, UR equals the flux inside the box Ubox yielding the
estimates:

UR � 2pRdBR � Ubox �
Z

box cross-section

~Bbox � d~A: ð5Þ

Due to their high permeability l, the front plates act as pole faces
presenting flat magnetic equipotential surfaces which support
homogeneity inside. The magnetic potential difference DVH in-be-
tween is set up by the two permanently magnetized rings in series.
It equals the path integral along the magnetizing field H = B/ll0

(with the magnetic field constant l0 = 4p � 10�7 Tm/A) inside the
box of length L:

DVH ¼
Z L

0

~Hbox � d~s: ð6Þ

The cylindrical shell acts as a magnetic yoke closing the magnetic
flux. If the mu-metal is magnetized well below saturation, the
shielding property of the box will still be intact, at least in the dan-
gerous transverse direction (see Section 3.1). Fig. 3a shows the cal-
culated B-field inside such a box in a false color code which



Fig. 2. Different schemes of shielded, permanently magnetized pot-like magnets. (a) Simple solution with field sources placed between pole faces and yoke; the field reversal
near the yoke causes a strong field inhomogeneity inside. (b) Like (a) but with an additional permanent field source in the central plane which compensates the field decrease
in radial direction observed in (a). (c) With a field shaping shell inside, magnetized parallel to the central field.
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stretches over ±10 steps of height DB/B0 = 5 � 10�4 around a central
field value of B0 = 0.535 mT. Pole faces 1 and shell 2 are 1 mm thick.
Their relative permeability is fixed to l = 105 which is about the
peak value reached by mu-metal. The rings 3 have a cross-section
of 1 � 1 mm2 and are remanently magnetized at BR = 1.15 T. The in-
ner dimensions, chosen as R = 20 cm, L = 18 cm, form a comfortable
aspect ratio L/R � 1. But the homogeneity is quite unsatisfactory,
missing criterion (4) already on the first cm around the central sad-
dle point.
2.2. Compensation of field gradients by optimized distribution of
permanent field sources

The problem of the simple field box described above originates
from the unfavorable boundary condition presented by the shell
where the steadily continuing tangential H-field produces a mag-
netic flux at the inner surface which is oriented opposite to the one
in the center. In the best case, i.e. l ?1, this field just vanishes.
Thereby the field is forced to decline rapidly in radial direction unless
a much smaller aspect ratio is chosen. This gradient may be compen-
sated in a simple manner by choosing an optimized distribution of
permanent field sources: if we split, for instance, the shell in the cen-
tral plane and place a third permanently magnetized ring into the
gap, we introduce a step of magnetic potential also between the
two halves of the shell which is bridged inside by magnetic field lines
(Fig. 2b). In the neighborhood of the central plane, these additional
field lines are aligned parallel to the central field and can compensate
its radial decline [21]. In the simulation of Fig. 3b we therefore added
a third, equally magnetized 2.2 mm high ring 4 in the middle of the
shell which has been optimized to compensate the leading second
order in the central saddle point region.

The field plot shows that G?rel remains below the critical level of
10�3/cm up to a radius of rh � 11 cm as may be read from the
width of the color steps. The corresponding filling factor (1) is
F = 30%. Beyond this homogenized plateau we recognize a typical
steep transition to higher field gradients. The realization of this
concept is described in Section 3.1.
2.3. Forming a homogeneous magnetic field by a field shaping, parallel
magnetized shell

Instead of shimming the magnetic field locally, let us try to con-
ceive a configuration which yields global homogeneity inside a
shielding box – at least in the ideal case: consider, for instance, a
closed cylinder with inner radius R and thickness d, built from
soft-ferromagnetic material with permeability l which is magne-
tized by a surrounding, permanently magnetized shell as shown
schematically in Fig. 2c. Again the permanent magnet provides a
certain magnetic potential (6) between the pole faces of the cylin-
der. But its flux UR (5) is now shared between the inner cylinder
volume and the shell of the box in the same direction. If we neglect
the stray flux out of the shell, the continuity of the tangential com-
ponent of H across the boundary and the cylindrical shape of the
whole box will establish the relations

H""in ¼ H""out ¼ H ¼ const; ð7Þ

where the magnetizing fields in the enclosed volume as well as
along the inner shell are given by

H ¼ UR

l0pðR
2 þ 2lRdÞ

: ð8Þ

Under these assumptions the field inside would be globally con-
stant, indeed, since any equipotential surface is just a cross-section
parallel to the pole faces [22,23].This situation is analog to an elec-
tric field between parallel plates which are connected by a conduct-
ing, homogeneous cylindrical shell. A numerical simulation of this
configuration is shown in Fig. 3c with the input parameters
R = 20 cm, L = 18 cm, d1 = d5 = 1 mm, l = 105, UR = 17.3 Tcm2. Except
for the very corner, the simulated field inside is quasi homogeneous
all over, as expected. But the H-field has dropped to 11 A/m
(B = 14 lT) since the high l of the shell acts as a shunt which short
circuits the magnetic flux. The same value is derived from (8) which
applies here nicely since the high l prevents almost any stray flux.

In order to achieve satisfactory field values, however, the per-
meability of the shell has to be lowered. On the other hand this
measure causes an enhancement of the stray flux as well as a de-
cline of the shielding factor. The numerical consequences are
shown in the simulations of Fig. 3d. There we repeated the simula-
tion for this configuration with a field shaping shell 7 from ARMCO
soft iron, whereas the pole faces are still from mu-metal. For both
materials their initial magnetization curves as given in [24] and
[25], respectively, have been entered into the calculation. The per-
manently magnetized shell 6 is chosen from AlNiCo with a demag-
netization curve as given in [26]. By reduction of permeability in
the field shaping shell (down to l � 2500) the central field grows
to B0 = 0.4 mT which is in the region of interest. However, due to
the stray flux out of the field shaping shell, the tangential field
component (7) is not constant anymore and we observe a drop of
field strength of about 5% along the shell towards the central plane.



Fig. 3. Two-dimensional simulation of magnetic fields within various types of permanently magnetized boxes. The false color code is graded in steps of 0.5‰ of the central
field value B0. Because of axial symmetry, only one quadrant of the total cross-section is shown. (a) Simple, non-homogenized box; 1 = pole face, 2 = yoke and shield, both at
l = 105 = const., thickness d1 = d2 = 1 mm, 3 = remanently magnetized ring at BR = 1.15 T = const. (b) Like a) but with an additional permanent field source 4 in the middle of
the yoke. (c) Box with inner, field shaping shell 5 at l = 105 = const. and outer, remanently magnetized shell 6 (BR = 1.15 T = const.); d5 = 1 mm, d6 = 1.2 mm. (d) Like (c) but
simulated with realistic magnetization curves for the mu-metal pole faces 1, the remanently magnetized shell 6 from AlNiCo 500 and the field shaping shell 7 from ARMCO
soft iron; d7 = 1 mm, step S1 = 7 lm. (e) Field simulation applying to prototype mark 2; 8 = AlNiCo rods, 9 = shimming mu-metal foils forming steps S1 = 200 lm, S2 = 50 lm,
10 = ARMCO rings, 11 and 12 = double pole faces from mu-metal, 13 = mu-metal shield. (f) Field simulation applying to prototype mark 3; 14 = field shaping shell from mu-
metal, 15 = mu-metal yoke and shield, 16 = magnetic rubber ring, 17 = shimming mu-metal foils, forming steps S1 = 0.1 mm, S2 = 0.1 mm, S3 = 0.1 mm, S4 = 0.05 mm.
18 = connecting ring from mu-metal.
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Still the homogeneity criterion (4) is fulfilled up to a radius of
rh = 13 cm.

2.4. Compensation of the stray flux effect by shimming the field
shaping shell

The field homogeneity as controlled by condition (7) may be re-
stored, in principle, if we compensate the stray flux out of the field
shaping shell by a corresponding reduction of its solid cross-sec-
tion so that the flux density inside the shell and hence also H""in
are kept constant [22,23]. By this kind of shimming, a full compen-
sation of the stray flux effect seems to be feasible at first sight. This
conception is partly spoiled, however, by the fact that stray flux
lines running inside the box necessarily give rise to some inhomo-
geneity through their curvature. Still the idea of shell shimming
works rather well as shown by the field simulation in Fig. 3d. There
the thickness of the central section of the field shaping shell 7 was
reduced by 7 lm in a single step. Criterion (4) is now fulfilled up to
a radius of rh = 18 cm, corresponding to a usable filling factor (1) of
80%. The result may be improved somewhat further by a finer step
grading or even a continuous tapering of the shell waist. But still
one observes unsatisfactory homogeneity in a residual, peripheral
zone which grows with decreasing permeability and thickness of
the field shaping shell.

2.5. Reinforcement of shielding by an additional outer shell

The considerations and simulations presented in this and the
next section apply to the actual design of the two prototypes mark
2 and mark 3 (Sections 3.2 and 3.3) which have been built to verify
our ideas about a field shaping shell by experiment. Since this shell
has to be magnetized close to saturation it does not shield off
external stray fields safely any more. Hence we added in the sim-
ulation of Fig. 3e (applying to mark 2) an outer shell 13 from mu-
metal of radius R = 22 cm and 0.5 mm thickness. In order to im-
prove the homogeneity, we have split, moreover, the pole faces
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into two sheets of mu-metal (11 and 12), 0.5 mm thick and 1.2 cm
apart. The magnetic flux is lead from the permanent source 8 onto
the outer ones. The spacing between the two sheets forms a mag-
netic resistance which equalizes the flux density across and hence
yields a better equipotential surface on the inner pole face which is
a well known effect. The permanent field source 8 of mark 2 con-
sists of 36 rods from AlNiCo 500, 17 cm long and 5 mm in diameter.
For our 2D simulation their total flux of 8 Tcm2 had to be averaged
over the full azimuth. The magnetic conductance around the pole
faces of the permanent magnets was reinforced by bending the
edges of the inner, field shaping shell outwards by 90� and cover-
ing them with 1 mm thick ARMCO iron rings 10 from both sides.

In order to increase the field inside the box further, as well as for
reasons of weight, the thickness of the field shaping shell 7 was re-
duced to 0.5 mm. Thinning the field shaping inner shell as well as
adding the outer shield enhances the stray flux considerably which
requires more careful shimming. The simulation considered shim-
ming by addition of mu-metal foils 9 onto the field shaping shell.
They form two steps of depth S1 = 200 lm and S2 = 50 lm, respec-
tively. The resulting field distribution shows that criterion (4) is
fulfilled up to a radius of 17 cm, corresponding to a filling factor
(1) of F = 70%.

2.6. All mu-metal spin box with an inner, field shaping shell and a
shielding yoke

It is clear that ultimate performance in the low field regime can-
not be expected using ordinary soft iron; its rather high coercive
field strength which may vary between 12 and 160 A/m according
to Ref. [27] gives rise to perturbing remanent magnetization.
Therefore, we present in this section an alternative design, making
use of mu-metal only. The choice of a field shaping shell from mu-
metal requires to drive its magnetization to saturation occurring at
BS � 0.7 T already and to lower the permeability down to l � 700
in order to achieve a field around 1 mT inside the box. Correspond-
ingly the magnetic stray flux increases and requires more careful
shimming. Hence other soft-magnetic materials with low coercive
force but higher saturation magnetization might do an even better
job. On the other hand, mu-metal is a well established material in
low field applications, and the simulations as well as the realiza-
tion of this concept by mark 3 (Section 3.3) turned out to meet
the goal.

Regarding the design of the permanent field source and the mu-
metal shield, we tried this time a solution similar to Fig. 2a: As
shown in Fig. 3f, two rings 16 (2 mm high, 4 mm wide) cut from
strontium ferrite loaded rubber foil with a remanent magnetiza-
tion of BR = 0.24 T [28] have been placed between a yoke from
Fig. 4. (a) Quadrant of the cross-section of spin box mark 1: 1 = inner pole face, 2 = o
6 = solid foam, 7 = aluminum cover. (b) Relative radial derivative of the axial field Bz as a
middle plane. The errors are dominated by inaccurate positioning of the sensor (approx
mu-metal 15 and two connecting rings 18. The latter transfer the
magnetic flux onto the outer pole faces 11 and the field shaping
shell 14 in parallel. In order to avoid saturation in the yoke; its wall
thickness has been enhanced to 1.5 mm. Like in the case of mark 2,
the pole faces are split into an outer 11 and an inner plate 12. Pole
faces and field shaping shell are cut from 0.5 mm thick mu-metal
sheets. The field is homogenized by wrapping mu-metal foils 17
around the field shaping shell, forming shimming steps S1–S4.
The simulation meets criterion (4) up to a radius of 16 cm out of
21 cm, corresponding to a filling factor of F � 60%.

3. Realizations of permanently magnetized spin boxes

In this chapter we report on three dedicated realizations of per-
manently magnetized, shielded spin boxes following the concepts
of Sections 2.2, 2.5, 2.6. The first and the third version have been
produced in a small series and are being used for shipping hyper-
polarized 3He to our partners worldwide, particularly within the
European networks PHIL [29] and PHELINET [30].

3.1. Spin box with optimized distribution of permanent field sources
(mark 1)

The first permanently magnetized spin box we built was a pro-
totype homogenized by optimized distribution of field sources
(Section 2.2) [21,31]. Here we report on a later version (mark 1)
[32] which is still in use. The free dimensions inside are
R = 30 cm, L = 22 cm. It weighs 17.5 kg. Pole faces and shell are
made from 0.5 mm thick mu-metal sheets (see Fig. 4a). The pole
faces are split into an outer and an inner sheet for improving the
homogeneity as described in Section 2.5. Both sheets are glued
onto a 12 mm thick honeycomb structure which guarantees flat-
ness and mechanical stability. For the latter reason, also the mu-
metal shell is covered by an aluminum sheet with solid foam filled
into the spacing in-between. The shell is split in the middle plane
where the box can be opened for loading.

Permanent magnets are placed between the outer pole faces
and the shell as well as into the gap between the two halves of
the shell. They were cut from a commercially available, 2 mm thick
foil of magnetic rubber, magnetized transversely at BR = 0.24 T. The
individual pieces were distributed equally over the azimuth. The
ratio of the number of magnets placed on the pole faces to that
in the middle plane has been varied until a field plateau of optimal
homogeneity and width was found. Measurements were per-
formed with a fluxgate sensor (Bartington MAG-03MS, resolution
better than 0.1 lT, range ±1 mT). Fig. 4b shows the radial profile
of the relative radial derivative of the axial field Bz, measured for
uter pole face, 3 = honeycomb structure, 4 = magnetic rubber, 5 = yoke and shield,
function of radius, measured in mark 1, No. 3 at four different distances z from the

. 2 mm). The lines between the symbols are guides for the eyes only.
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one out of the six spin boxes built [32]. The corresponding axial
derivative has not been measured explicitly. Since its size is found
to be about equal in similar cases we may estimate that the total
relative transverse field gradient in (2) is larger by

ffiffiffi
2
p

than shown
in the plots. Criterion (4) is then slightly exceeded locally within
the aspired storage volume. The plots vary somewhat within the
series of six boxes built. The radius at which G?rel starts to rise stee-
ply beyond the 10�3/cm level, ranges from 14 to 18 cm. This corre-
sponds to filling factors (1) between 22% and 36%. The boxes house
three of our 1.1 liter 3He-flasks. Frequent exposure to harsh han-
dling when shipping has slightly dented them during years of ser-
vice. But with some treatment we still keep the gradient relaxation
time at a tolerable level of T1G(20 �C, 2.7 bar) P100 h.

The shielding factor S of a closed box can be roughly estimated
by the formula [25]

S ¼ Bout=Bin � ðl � t=dÞ þ 1; ð9Þ

where t is the wall thickness and d is the room diagonal. In axial
direction S has been measured to be as small as S"" = 4 due to the
2 mm slits in the equatorial plane as well as between the shell
and the pole faces. But this does not harm, because the penetrating
field is homogenized by the pole faces and simply added to the
internal field in parallel. In the harmful transverse direction, how-
ever, a satisfactory value of S\ = 90 has been measured. From (9)
one would estimate a corresponding permeability of l = 110 000
which ranges at the upper end of reported values [25]. At this point
one should mention that these mu-metal components have been
properly annealed after machining and welding.

A recent publication [33] describes a spin box whose design is
based on a variant of the principle of optimized distribution of field
sources, originally described in [21]. It is designed as an elongated
cuboid with free access from two open sides and is meant for
transporting polarized 3He cells within a laboratory.

3.2. Prototype of a spin box with parallel shell magnetization (mark 2)

The idea of homogenizing a magnetic field by parallel shell
magnetization has been realized for a prototype according to the
design presented in Section 2.5 and Fig. 3e [22]. The two-layer pole
faces 11, 12 as well as the two shells 7, 13 were mechanically rein-
forced by gluing honey comb structures from polycarbonate in-be-
tween. The box is opened by removing either of the pole faces. The
box weighs 15 kg and is easier to handle than mark 1 due to saving
a factor of 2 in overall volume. For this mere feasibility study we
have accepted some compromises in the choice and treatment of
magnetic components such as the choice of ARMCO soft iron and
the lack of annealing. This should be kept in mind in assessing
the experimental results below.
Fig. 5. (a) Scan of the magnetic field component Bz in spin box mark 2 along a diamete
defined in (2). In both diagrams, the errors are dominated by inaccurate positioning of th
The field gradient was diminished by attaching appropriate lay-
ers of annealed mu-metal foils 9 onto the inner surface of the field
shaping shell 7. The resulting optimal profile of shimming was
found to be somewhat steeper than in the simulation of Fig. 3e.
The residual azimuthal field asymmetry (obviously caused by some
remanent magnetization of the soft iron shell) was removed to a
satisfactory level by fixing some additional pieces of shimming
material onto the shell 7 at places of enhanced field. Fig. 5a shows
a field scan along a diameter close to the central plane, taken after
shimming [22]. The central plateau stretches out to a radius of
about 14 cm. Its field value of 0.8 mT falls somewhat below the cal-
culated 1.1 mT (Fig. 3e). The slight residual asymmetry of the pla-
teau gives rise to an additional radial gradient b2� 10�4=cm
which can be tolerated. Additional scans were performed in order
to determine the full relative gradient as defined in (2). The result
is shown in Fig. 5b. Beyond a radius of 14 cm, criterion (4) is vio-
lated, that is 3 cm below the calculated limit (see Fig. 3e). Still
the filling factor of the box is close to 50%.

In order to check the operability of the box, a 1.1 liter flask,
filled with 2.6 bar of hyperpolarized 3He was placed at the most
eccentric position designed for housing three flasks as shown in
Fig. 1 and the relaxation rate was measured online by the steady
decrease of an NMR signal as described in [22,32]. The result was
1/T1 = 0.0098(10) h�1. Dipolar relaxation at 2.6 bar and room tem-
perature amounts to 1/T1D = 0.0032(1) h�1; wall relaxation in this
particular flask was measured separately in a strictly homogeneous
field yielding 1/T1W = 0.0031(2) h�1. Subtracting these two terms
the gradient relaxation time in mark 2 was found to be T1G �

290ð83Þ h. This value corresponds to G2
?rel

D E1=2
¼1:2ð2Þ�10 - 3 cm - 1,

showing that the flask already seems to touch the critical rim of
the homogenized plateau (Fig. 5b).

The longitudinal and transverse shielding factors were mea-
sured to be S"" = 2.7 and S\ = 23, respectively. The relatively small
values show that the permeability does not reach specified values
due to the lack of annealing. In this context we also mention that
measuring the shielding factors in an external field of 0.8 mT led
to a remanent magnetization of the field shaping ARMCO shell
which deteriorated the homogeneity of the shimmed field again.
It is planned to rebuild mark 2 using only annealed, soft-magnetic
components of low coercivity.
3.3. All mu-metal spin box (mark 3)

The design of mark 3 differs from mark 2 in so far as it features
(i) a field shaping shell from mu-metal which is magnetized close
to saturation and (ii) a non-saturated, flux returning yoke which
acts as a magnetic shield in addition. This design has already been
r close to the central plane. (b) Corresponding transverse relative field gradient as
e sensor (approx. 2 mm). The lines between the squares are guides for the eyes only.



Fig. 6. (a) Scans of the axial field component Bz in spin box mark 3 close to the field shaping shell before (squares) and after shimming (dots), as well as close to the edge of the
homogeneous zone (triangles). (b) Transverse relative field gradient as defined in (2), determined along a diameter close to the central plane. In both diagrams, the errors are
dominated by inaccurate positioning of the sensor (approx. 2 mm). The lines between the symbols are guides for the eyes only.
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tested successfully in a numerical simulation. It was realized with
materials and dimensions as given in Section 2.6 and Fig. 3f. All
mu-metal components have been annealed accurately after
machining. The results are as follows: The residual azimuthal inho-
mogeneity of the magnetic field was found to be zero within exper-
imental uncertainty, indicating any local remanent magnetization
of the field shaping shell or the pole faces to be insignificant. Shim-
ming towards optimal field homogeneity was accomplished by
wrapping four layers of mu-metal foils around the upper and the
lower parts of the field shaping shell. This increased its total thick-
ness towards its front ends in four steps by 0.1 mm, 0.1 mm,
0.1 mm and 0.05 mm, respectively at distances of z equals
±70 mm, ±60 mm, ±45 mm and ±40 mm from the respective shell
edge. These numbers are in fair agreement with those found in
the simulation.

Fig. 6a shows three scans of the axial field component Bz taken
parallel to the central z-axis at distances of x = 19.5 cm (squares
and dots) and x = 13 cm (triangles), respectively. The former are ly-
ing close to the field shaping shell and hence represent the tangen-
tial field (7) at its surface fairly well. We recognize that on the way
to the central plane at z = 0, before shimming the field drops by
more than 50% (squares) due to the strong stray flux out of the
rather saturated shell. Stepwise shimming compensates this cen-
tral depression, but with a rather deep modulation left over which
might be reduced by adding more and finer steps. Anyway, this
modulation dies out quite fast towards the axis (see also Fig. 3f).
At x = 13 cm (triangles) it cannot be recognized any more. In
Fig. 6b the decisive relative field gradient (2) has been plotted,
measured along a diameter close to the central plane. It shows a
broad central plateau with G?rel < 10�3=cm, followed by a steep
rise at large radii. Criterion (4) is fulfilled within a radius of
15 cm which corresponds to a filling factor of F = 50%. Three of
our 1.1 liter 3He-flasks fit into this space (see Fig. 1).7

The gradient relaxation time in mark 3 was measured as de-
scribed for mark 2. The result T1G � 403ð67Þ h falls into the ex-
pected range. The measurement of the shielding factors yielded
S"" = 6.5 and S\ = 179, respectively. It is noteworthy that this latter
maneuver did not leave any trace of remanent shift or deteriora-
tion of the field inside the box, contrary to the experience with
mark 2.

When a spin box is opened for loading/unloading, the field gra-
dient rises strongly (in particular near its sharp rim) – a fact which
7 Spin box mark 3 is now commercially available from Sekels GmbH, Ober-Mörlen,
Germany [http://www.sekels.com].
disfavors lengthy maneuvers. Leaving spin box mark 3 open as
shown in Fig. 1, the relaxation time in a flask inside was found to
drop down to about a quarter of an hour at the usual 3He-pressure
of 2.7 bar.
4. Magnetic fields inside shielded solenoids

Solenoids and Helmholtz coils are the most popular standard
solutions for generating homogeneous magnetic fields within large
volumes, because they are easy to build. Still the field on the axis of
the latter, for instance, drops already by 5% on the way from the
centre to the planes of the two coils which are separated from each
other by a distance equal to the coil radius. At the same aspect ra-
tio, the field of a non-shimmed solenoid drops even faster. But it is
known that this drop can be removed by tightly covering the sole-
noid with flat pole faces from soft-magnetic material which are
connected by a yoke as a magnetic short circuit as sketched in
Fig. 7 by a longitudinal cross-section.

At very high permeability of pole faces and yoke, the loop inte-
gral over the field H around the total number N of windings, carry-
ing the current I, is practically reduced to the path along the
constant length L in-between the pole faces. From this follows H
being constant inside:

H ¼ ð1=LÞ
I

Hds ¼ N I=L ¼ const: ð10Þ

We may also interpret the short circuited pole faces as a pair of
magnetic mirrors which mirror the solenoid current forth and back,
thus simulating an infinitely long solenoid which also yields (10).
The shape of the transverse cross-section of the solenoid does not
Fig. 7. Cross-section of a solenoid 1 covered by pole faces 2 which are short
circuited by a yoke 3; 4 = path of the loop integral according Eq. (10).

http://www.sekels.com


Fig. 8. (a) Simulation of the magnetic field in a small, shielded solenoid serving as a
spin box for shipping polarized 3He. Shown is one quadrant of the cross-section. (b)
Simulation of the magnetic field in a large, shielded solenoid with an opening in the
left pole face. Shown is the upper half of a longitudinal cross-section.
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matter; it may be circular or rectangular or whatever. Neither does
the shape of the yoke matter as long as it short circuits the magnetic
flux between the pole faces properly. It is only for shielding pur-
poses that we like it to fully enclose the solenoid. In the following
we will conceive various configurations of shielded homogeneous
magnetic field sources on this basis.

4.1. Simple case of a uniaxial, shielded solenoid

First we discuss a simple uniaxial solenoid which fits tightly
into a box from mu-metal. The transverse cross-section is assumed
to be circular, which allows for a fast 2D numerical field simulation
using femm 4.0. Since this device may serve as a spin box for stor-
age and transport of hyperpolarized 3He we have chosen the
dimensions R ¼ 20 cm, L ¼ 18 cm, similar to those given in Fig. 3.
The solenoid is powered by a current density j ¼ N I=L of 400 Am-
pere windings per meter which yields a magnetic field of
B0 = 0.5 mT inside. The mu-metal sheets are 1.5 mm thick, enough
to provide excellent shielding and to carry the flux of 0.6 Tcm2

from the solenoid with little stray flux. Fig. 8a shows the simulated
magnetic field distribution in a quadrant of the box with a step
grading of the false color plot of DB=B0 ¼ 10�4. The relative field
gradient is apparently in the range of 10�4/cm within the entire
box. Thus criterion (4) is met without any shimming.

4.2. Correction of field defects due to missing windings and openings

Missing windings: In reality the design of a spin box will deviate
from the simulated one in Fig. 8a in so far as there will be a small
gap between the solenoid and the pole faces for insulation and pro-
tection which might be in the order of one winding out of N. View-
ing the pole faces as magnetic mirrors, any slit between them and
the solenoid would appear as a periodic vacancy in the windings; it
would disturb the homogeneity of the field and hence has to be
avoided. One may prove and check by simulation that this vacancy
causes a relative field drop along the axis towards the pole faces in
the order of L=ðR NÞ. This still matters at typical numbers N � 103

and realistic aspect ratios L/R � 1. Hence these outermost windings
must not be omitted but have to be shifted beneath their next
neighbors, for instance. The relative field change caused by this
tiny displacement is then of order ðL=RNÞ2 and hence negligible.
If the solenoid is coiled discontinuously with spacing d between
the current loops, one simply provides for a distance d/2 from
the pole faces at the ends in order to continue the mirrored current
loops at regular spacing.

Openings: Contrary to the hermetically closed spin boxes for
mere transport purposes, a shielded solenoid in a laboratory setup
will usually require some open access during operation. In the fol-
lowing paragraphs we will present two different solutions for cor-
recting the magnetic field defects caused by such openings. The
first uses the simple recipe of the previous paragraph again,
namely shifting aside the interfering windings. Let us consider,
for example, a circular opening with radius R in an (x, z)-side face
of a solenoid, possessing a rectangular cross-section in the (x, y)-
plane (see Fig. 9a). Windings hitting the opening are diverted sym-
metrically to the right and left along the rim until downstream
they have reached their original z-position again. The undisturbed
windings may be represented for simplicity by a continuous and
constant current density j ¼ I ðDN=DzÞ which would yield the con-
stant field H0 = j inside like in (10). In the chosen configuration,
however, the field fraction at a point P

HopðPÞ ¼
Z

opening

ð~j�~r0Þ
4pr03

dA; ð11Þ

which would stem from the opening according to the Biot–Savart
equation is replaced by the field

HrimðPÞ ¼
Z

rim

ð~Irim �~rÞ
4pr3 ds; ð12Þ

due to the rim current Irim. Let us check the relative change of the
field at a point P0 on the axis of the opening in a distance d. The cal-
culation yields

HrimðP0Þ � HopðP0Þ
H0

¼ ðR=dÞ2
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decaying like a quadrupole field at large distances. At R=d < 0:3 the
relative field change (13) falls already below the 10�3 level. The
shielded tri-axial solenoid described in Section 5.1 features this
kind of design.

If one aims at a homogeneous field in the close vicinity of the
opening as well, one may bend the crossing windings outwards
along a chimney from soft-magnetic material, pointing in y-direc-
tion as shown in Fig. 9b. In the case of a circular cross-section of the
chimney, for example, one generates a longitudinal current density
on its inner surface this way which varies along the azimuth as

jðuÞ ¼ jðu ¼ 0Þ cos u ¼ I ðDN=DzÞ cos u: ð14Þ

In the case of a sufficiently long cylinder, this current distribution is
well known to produce inside a constant field H ¼ IðDN=DzÞ in z-
direction, just the same as the solenoid. In fact, this principle works
independent of the particular shape of the cross-section of the
chimney. This may be seen from a loop integral like (10) whose path
crosses the chimney in z-direction over a distance lz and is closed
inside the chimney (Fig. 9b). By principle of construction, the en-
closed number of windings increases in proportion to lz and hence
the loop integral. This already proves the above statement, because
the high permeability of the chimney short circuits any other con-
tribution. The currents running forth and back through the chimney
may be closed outside on top of the shielding. It is not known to us
whether such interlaced, shielded current configurations for contin-
uing a homogeneous magnetic field into an opening, or into a chan-
nel connecting to a neighboring field volume have been realized yet.
In the present problem, a tightly fitting shielding is important in or-
der to short-circuit field lines outside the enclosed volume.



Fig. 9. Two schemes of correcting the magnetic field defect caused by a circular opening in a rectangular solenoid. (a) Diverting the concerned windings along the rim, (b)
bending them outwards along the inner surface of a magnetic shielding tube. The rectangular magnetic shielding box which jackets the solenoid has been omitted in both
cases.
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The method works as well in the axial direction of a shielded
solenoid. In this case one just continues the solenoid with the same
current density into a magnetic shielding chimney which is at-
tached to the respective bore in the pole face. With the bore on
the axis, the problem can be simulated in 2D by femm 4.0. Fig. 8b
shows the resulting field map for a large, shielded solenoid, 2 m
in length and 0.8 m in diameter. The opening in one of the pole
faces is 30 cm wide and covered by a 20 cm long chimney. A few
extra windings at the open end of the chimney provide fine tuning
of the field homogeneity close to the opening. Hence a surprisingly
short aspect ratio of the chimney of only 2/3 suffices to limit the
relative field gradient inside the main box to the level of 10�4/
cm. Shell, pole faces, and chimney are assumed to consist of
1.5 mm thick mu-metal sheets. This device is presently under con-
struction at Sekels GmbH, Ober-Mörlen, Germany and will house a
high performance 3He-polarizer based on design principles of its
forerunners [32,34,35].
5. Realization of current powered magnetic field boxes

In the previous theory section we confined the discussion to
cases of a fixed field axis, but the principles work as well in tri-axial
configurations allowing for a free choice of the field axis. Following
the experimental development chronologically, we will present
here first the realization of this more complex, but for our experi-
ments indispensable tri-axial case. We will then turn to a brief dis-
cussion of the simple uniaxial spin box which has been realized
only recently according to the simulation presented in Fig. 8a.
5.1. Shielded tri-axial solenoid with easy access

The device discussed in this section concerns the guiding field
for a polarized 3He target which has been in use for a decade by
now for various scattering experiments at the electron beam of
the MAMI accelerator at Mainz [6,36,37]. Details about the target it-
self and its operation (usually at a pressure of 5 bar) have been pub-
lished separately [38]. The target is surrounded by up to three
detectors close by, two of them being magnetic spectrometers.
The latter cause stray fields of 0.2 mT around the target, forming
a relative gradient of about 0.015/cm, far above the aspired limit
of 10�3/cm. The layout is sketched in Fig. 10. The particular chal-
lenge was to provide at the 20 cm long and 10 cm wide target a
shielded, homogeneous holding field for the polarized spins which
can be turned with high precision into any desired direction during
operation. Moreover, permanent openings were required for enter-
ing and exiting of the electron beam and two more for detecting
charged scattered particles under sizeable solid angles by the mag-
netic spectrometers. Similar situations are met in many other phys-
ics experiments. In free laboratory space this task is usually met by
three pairs of orthogonal Helmholtz coils. But they would have re-
quired dimensions which would not have fit into the given setup.
Moreover the stray field and the iron of the spectrometers would
have spoiled the field produced by any unshielded current coils.

It turned out that a set of three orthogonal solenoids, tightly fit-
ted into a rectangular magnetic shielding box, can meet the de-
mands. For each of the three axes, two opposite walls of the
shielding box serve as pole faces alternately, whereas the other
four form the yoke for returning the flux. It is clear from the con-
ception and calculations in Section 4 that such configurations can
yield a quite homogenous magnetic field within the entire en-
closed volume. In Section 4.2 we also presented two different solu-
tions how field defects due to the necessary openings may be
minimized. Here the demands could be fulfilled by choosing the
simpler, though less accurate one, namely diverting the interfering
windings around the rim of the opening.

But how to enable easy access to the enclosed target which has
to be exchanged twice a day for a freshly polarized one? This prob-
lem has been solved as follows: The current loops are not closed in-
side the box, but spooled around each of its six walls and for each
in both orthogonal directions (see insert in Fig. 10). Mounted to-
gether, they form three orthogonal sets, each powered by the same
current, oriented such that any current which leaves the box along
a wire at one edge of a wall is replaced by the same current enter-
ing through another wire at the bordering edge of the neighboring
wall. Hence they form quasi closed current loops along the inner
and outer box surface providing three orthogonal quasi solenoids
inside and outside with opposite current sense. The inner ones
supply a homogeneous magnetic field of any desired direction
whereas the flux from the outer ones is shielded off by the soft-
magnetic walls of the box. Access to the target is now possible just
by lifting the top wall together with its two coils spooled around.

In the actual setup the mu-metal shield is surrounded by an outer
pre-shield built from six iron plates separated from the inner shield
by 10 mm thick PVC plates. Some details of the construction may be
caught from the insert in Fig. 10. The windings enfold the inner and



Fig. 10. Polarized 3He target, set up at the Mainz Microtron accelerator (MAMI). The insert shows a detailed (x, z)-cross-section at one edge of the shielded tri-axial solenoid
providing the magnetic holding field: (1) soft iron bar, (2) mu-metal shield, (3) By-coils, (4) PVC plate, (5) Bz-coil, (6) Bx-coil, (7) iron shield.

Fig. 11. z-component of the magnetic field in the center of the shielded, tri-axial
solenoid before (circles) and after (squares) correction for missing windings at the
margins of the box. The errors are dominated by inaccurate positioning of the
sensor (approx. 2 mm). The lines between the symbols are guides for the eyes only.
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outer shielding plates. In order to allow for a good magnetic contact
between bordering plates, their edges feature slits at a period of
10 mm into which the wire is pulled. The free margins can then be
brought into tight magnetic contact. For the inner mu-metal plates
this is accomplished by soft iron bars on which they rest; the outer
iron plates are connected by iron angle profiles. The dimensions of
the box are 60 � 60 � 80 cm3; the iron and mu-metal plates are
2 mm thick. The box is supported by an inner frame of aluminum
bars. For both shields together, a shielding factor close to 50 has been
measured which is sufficient. At the selected small field value of
0.4 mT the additional iron shield might be counterproductive, in fact,
due to some uncontrolled remanent magnetization.

As already mentioned, the homogeneity of the field inside is af-
fected by the necessary openings, namely the circular, 5 cm wide
inlet and outlet holes for the accelerator beam, and in particular
by the 12 cm wide and 5 cm high holes in front of the two spec-
trometers. The effect of the openings is twofold:

(i) Diverting of the interfering wires along the rim of the open-
ings (see Fig. 9a) causes a relative field change inside given
by (13) on its axis. In the case of a non circular cross-section
one may replace R2 in (13) by the area of the opening over p
for simplicity. Inserting numbers, one realizes the relative
field change at the site of the target to be in the order of
10�4 and hence negligible in the present application.

(ii) An external stray field Be penetrates into the box and decays
along the distance d from the window according to [39]
BðdÞ ¼ Be expð�klðtÞd=DÞ; ð15Þ

where D is the diameter (or diagonal) of the opening and
klðtÞ ¼ 2:41ð3:81Þ for the longitudinal (transverse) field component,
respectively. This effect is only felt on the part of the wide windows
exposed to the enhanced stray field from the two magnetic spec-
trometers facing them. But it turned out to be tolerable and did
not require counteractions.

Still one observes a general, considerable decrease of all three
magnetic field components towards their respective pole faces.
This is shown for the z-component along the target axis by the cir-
cles in Fig. 11. The effect is clearly due to missing windings (com-
pare Section 4.2) at the free margins of the internal shield (see
insert of Fig. 10). As shown by the squares in Fig. 11, the decrease
could be removed entirely by correction coils, each fixed to one of
the inner surfaces of the mu-metal shield nearby the margins. The
corrected field is constant over the full length of the target on the
level of 10�4 and the field gradient is practically zero within mea-
suring uncertainty. The high homogeneity of the field implies also
that it can be turned into any desired direction by the respective
choice of coil currents with high accuracy. This has been verified
on the level of �0:3	.

In retrospect, the performance of this first realization of a
shielded, tri-axial solenoid has turned out surpassing markedly
the original demands; probably a considerably smaller, single
shielded unit would have been even sufficient.
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5.2. Uniaxial current powered spin box for transport purposes of
polarized 3He

The simplest configuration of a current powered, shielded field
box is realized by fitting just a single solenoid into a cylindrical
mu-metal box. The simulation presented in Fig. 8a has proven
the high field homogeneity it can provide within the entire en-
closed volume. Hence it could work quite well as a spin box for
shipping polarized 3He, however with the handicap of carrying a
battery along. Regarding size and weight (including the battery),
it competes with the permanently magnetized spin boxes dis-
cussed above up to a field of about 1 mT. At higher fields the qua-
dratic rise of power consumption starts causing inconveniences.

We realized this device with dimensions as given in Section 4.1.
Both edges of the yoke are beaded outwards to form 10 mm wide,
flat margins in order to assure magnetic contact to the pole faces.
The bottom face is firmly screwed to the yoke, the top face is fixed
by a clamp ring allowing a fast loading and unloading maneuver.
The design looks quite similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. The sole-
noid consists of two layers of copper wire (0.4 mm in diameter),
spooled onto a PVC bobbin. Although it fits tightly into the box, a
0.8 mm wide PVC safety margin separates the coil from the pole
faces. In order to avoid a corresponding field decrease towards
the pole faces, the missing windings are placed beneath the outer-
most windings instead. The coil is powered by eight NiMH-batter-
ies in series, housed in the socket of the box. With a capacity of 4
Ah they provide a field of 0.4 mT for 40 h.

Fig. 12a shows four typical scans of the magnetic field in the
closed box in axial direction, taken at radii R ¼ 0 cm; 8 cm;

15 cm; and 17:5 cm, respectively. Except for an enhanced field
drop in the very peripheral zones of the box, the measured field
distribution reproduces the simulated one in Fig. 8a fairly well.
Slight residual irregularities and asymmetries are to be seen, e.g.
in the central pole face regions. They are probably due to mechan-
ical imperfections which are likely to occur in such a light sheet
construction. Fig. 12b shows the corresponding relative transverse
field gradient as defined in (2). We recall from [1] that R = 15 cm
marks about the borderline of the used storage volume within
which G?relb10�3=cm is aspired. Except for two spots (which are
actually not occupied by the 3He-flasks), the results fall well below
this limit. This has been confirmed by a measurement of the
gradient relaxation time at a 3He-pressure of 550 mbar yielding
T1 grad = 165(40) h. According to (2), this result corresponds to an

average of G2
?rel

D E1=2
¼ 7� 10�4=cm, or likewise to T1 grad � 800 h

at the nominal pressure of 2.7 bar at which we usually ship polar-
ized 3He. In view of this satisfactory result further improvements
Fig. 12. Axial scans of the magnetic field (a) and the transverse relative field gradient (b)
In both diagrams, the errors are dominated by inaccurate positioning of the sensor (app
of the field homogeneity are superfluous. The shielding factor has
been measured to be S = 60 in axial and S = 600 in radial direction.
Both values are much higher than reported for the permanently
magnetized boxes because the direct magnetic contact between
the shield and the pole faces is not interrupted in this configura-
tion. Still the axial shielding is weaker than the radial one due to
the flat aspect ratio of the box.

In the lab and during transport by car the current powered spin
box has functioned reliably, but during airfreight it has occasion-
ally failed for unknown reasons, actually. Possibly the temperature
sank below the range of reliable operation of the batteries during
the flight. Although this problem might be curable, we decided to
avoid the risk and since are only using permanently magnetized
spin boxes for airfreight.

Also a group at Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France (ILL)
has recently reported on a current powered spin box which is sui-
ted for local transport of polarized 3He within the lab [33]. Follow-
ing design principles described in Section 5.2, it concerns a
rectangular mu-metal box. For reasons of convenience, however,
it is fully open on two opposite sides like in the case of the perma-
nently magnetized, so called ‘‘magic box” being also in use at ILL
[33]. Coils are spooled around two of the walls, the other two serve
as pole faces. The 3He cell is stored in the central section which is
sufficiently homogeneous and shielded due to an adequate choice
of dimensions and aspect ratio.
6. Conclusions

In this paper we described various concepts and realizations of
magnets providing a homogeneous magnetic field within a large
fraction of volume inside a magnetic shield. The goal was achieved
satisfactorily by permanent magnetic field sources and to a higher
degree even by embedded solenoids. These developments were
guided partly by the need of housing and shipping polarized gas-
eous spins, particularly 3He, within shielded magnetized boxes fea-
turing a low relative field gradient G?relb10�3=cm in order to
suppress gradient relaxation. Since the absolute field value is
hardly restricted, a comfortable region around 1 mT is preferred.

Regarding permanently magnetized boxes we realized solutions
based on two new principles of homogenizing the magnetic field.
The first starts from a pot-like magnet with the front ends serving
as pole faces and the shell as a yoke. The strong radial decrease of
the field inside is compensated by an optimized distribution of per-
manent magnets along the shell. The realized version (mark 1) ful-
fils the homogeneity criterion within roughly 30% of its total
volume. Polarized 3He has been shipped in such boxes since years
in a current powered spin box, taken at four different distances from the central axis.
rox. 2 mm). The lines between the symbols are guides for the eyes only.
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by airfreight to different customers at MRI-facilities in particular
for the purpose of lung imaging.

The second procedure has the capability of homogenizing virtu-
ally the entire enclosed volume to a high degree. It starts from the
idea to enclose the space between two flat pole faces of a magnet
with a (thin) shell from soft-ferromagnetic material which is mag-
netized parallel to the enclosed field with a constant tangential
magnetizing field H"". The realization of this idea requires, how-
ever, compensating the stray flux out of the shell by a proper
adjustment of the solid cross-section of this field shaping shell.
Simulations confirm these ideas and find fairly simple configura-
tions which fulfill the homogeneity criterion within up to 80% of
the enclosed volume. According to this principle we have built
two prototypes (mark 2 and mark 3) which differ in the design
and in the choice of materials. After coarse shimming of the shell
thickness, both designs have reached 50% of useful volume. Satis-
factory performance requires low coercive field strength and prop-
er annealing of the soft-magnetic materials used.

Homogenizing a magnetic field within large volumes by parallel
shell magnetization seems generally possible up to magnetic fields
of order 100 mT and may meet interesting applications. As exam-
ples, we have simulated – though not presented in this paper –
configurations of permanently magnetized, compact, lightweight
magnets at fields around 50 mT which could be quite useful in
the upcoming area of low field tomography of hyperpolarized
substances.

On the other hand, flexible laboratory solutions for homoge-
neous magnetic fields inside a shielding box can be provided quite
generally and efficiently by fitting solenoids into the shield. We
have realized in particular a tri-axial configuration which allows
for a free and precise choice of field value and direction, even under
conditions of external stray fields and of restricted space. Such cur-
rent powered boxes allow also for topologies which provide free
access through openings without deteriorating seriously the field
homogeneity inside.

Comparing the homogenizing effect of a parallel magnetized
field shaping shell to that of an inner solenoid enclosed in the
shielding box, we recognize that both solutions aim at establishing
the same boundary condition: At the inner lateral face of the box
the magnetic field Bout"" should be constant and parallel to that
in the centre. The field shaping shell achieves this by a constant,
but (necessarily) rather saturated magnetization Bin"" which trans-
mits a tiny tangential fraction B""out ¼ B""shell=lshell through its
boundary into the box. In the case of the solenoid fitted into a flux
returning yoke, the opposite but weaker and non-saturated yoke
magnetization transmits (due to the higher l yoke) a still tinier
fraction into the box which is opposite to a much stronger solenoid
field, resulting in : B""out ¼ B""solenoid � B##yoke=lyoke. Moreover, the
fairly saturated field shaping shell is loosing a much stronger trans-
verse stray flux into the box than the non-saturated yoke does.
Therefore, the field shaping shell yields still unsatisfactory field
homogeneity in the peripheral zone of the box whereas the embed-
ded solenoid yields substantially smaller field gradients all over
the enclosed volume.

We are using both types of devices as ‘‘spin boxes” in order to
provide a small holding field up to 1 mT for spin-polarized 3He.
The permanently magnetized spin boxes serve for storing polarized
3He as well as for shipping it worldwide. Current powered boxes
are preferred in laboratory applications.
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Appendix. . Relative magnetic field gradient in an axi-
symmetric saddle point field

Assuming axial symmetry, the gradient term in (2) transforms
in cylindrical coordinates to

G2
?rel ¼

1
B2

0

@Br

@r

� �2

þ @Br

@z

� �2

þ Br

r

� �2
 !

; ðA1Þ

where r is the distance from the central field axis. Using the free
field equations, reading now

div~B ¼ Br

r
þ @Br

@r
þ @Bz

@z
¼ 0; ðA2Þ

and

rot~B ¼ @Br

@z
� @Bz

@r

� �
û ¼ 0; ðA3Þ

we can replace the derivatives of the radial field Dr in (A1) by those
of Bz and obtain

G2
?rel ¼

1
B2

0

@Bz

@z
þ Br

r

� �2

þ Br

r

� �2

þ @Bz

@r

� �2
 !

: ðA4Þ

Any fairly optimized homogeneous magnetic field will show a sad-
dle point of at least second or even higher order in its center which
forms a flat central field plateau followed by steeply rising field gra-
dients further out. Hence the term Br/r may be neglected against the
radial derivative oBr/or; this yields the first of the two approxima-
tions given in (2). Using an NMR probe rather than a vector magne-
tometer one measures the amount B instead Bz. Still we may write
any derivative of B in terms of the derivative of B2, furthermore
make use of the assumptions B � B0 � Bz� Bx, By and obtain

@B
@xi
¼ 1

2B
@B2

@xi
� Bx

B0

@Bx

@xi
þ By

B0

@By

@xi
þ Bz

B0

@Bz

@xi
� @Bz

@xi
: ðA5Þ

Hence we may replace Bz by B in the final results (A4) and (2).
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